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Hello Everyone, 
 
 Well here we are 2021 and still locked down with this terrible disease. I was 
hoping that we would be looking forward to starting our program early this year, 
but it’s not to be as yet. I do hope that everyone is keeping well. As for our 
gardening I hope your all busying away in your own plots waiting for plants to 
appear. I think over this long period of Covid it’s been great to get in the garden 
to attend to your plants and to keep adding plants that you have wanted for a 
while after seeing them in other gardens. I regularly get on the internet and 
order varieties  that I’ve not been able to get locally and then the excitement as 
you wait for them to be delivered and then planting them and for them to bloom 
and blossom.   
 
 I know this is a bit presumptuous but I think the majority of our members are in 
the first wave of vaccines for over seventies and if the Government’s estimate 
is correct that the first wave will be complete by the middle of February I 
estimate that the majority of us will have had a second vaccination by end of 
April. It could then allow us to have a visit in May if by then it’s permitted. I think 
that the committee will mull this over before then. But here’s hoping that by 
summer things will be a lot brighter and life will start to get a lot easier.       
                                                    
Haydn. 

 

Photo on front cover—  photo from the Azalea Trail—see page 21 

 

Send articles for magazine in either Word Format  

(any version), as an email or printed on A5, Arial 10pt.  

to  pat@city of lichfield.co.uk 

Please note different email address for anything to 
do with the magazine or CGS.! 

 

 Articles for Summer Edition to me by 30th May 2121 please 
 

Pat Ellett 
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Promiscuous Runner Beans 

 
Look at any drawing, painting or photograph of old cottage gardens and you 
will most likely see in among the flowers a wigwam supporting Runner Beans 
with their red or scarlet flowers. They provide a great combination giving height 
in the flower bed plus a fine edible crop of long green beans. 
 
I have been growing Runner Beans for years, not in the flower border but in 
my vegetable patch on a long “A” frame style structure. My bean of choice is 
“Enorma”. Every year for more than 15 years I have grown them from seed 
saved from the previous year and they have always come true with red flowers 
followed by long tender bean pods. The seed of “Enorma” is usually violet and 
speckled which mine have always been until last year (2019). When shelling 
beans from one small section of the row I discovered that the seeds were a 
glossy black colour. I do also grow Climbing French Bean “Cobra” which has a 
mauve flower and black seed but have never before experienced cross 
pollination resulting in black Runner Bean seed. 
 

 
 
Mentioning this black seed to group members Fred Ellett and Gordon Malt we 
agreed to experiment in growing the black seed to see what results we got in 
flower colour, pod size, texture and taste of the resulting runner beans and 
eventually what colour of seed. 
 
The black seed was started off in Root-trainers and then transplanted into a 
large tub with a wigwam type structure with two plants per corner. That was 
probably a mistake and it would have been a better trial with one bean per 
corner. The tub was located at the front of the house well away from my veg 
patch. The result to my surprise was mostly red flowers, some white flowers 
and one spray of very pale pink flowers on the plants followed by long tender 
sweet bean pods. 
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Now it was a case of leaving some pods to mature and dry out to see what 
colour seed emerged. The result was a mixture of seed colour, mostly black 
seed (55%), a smaller quantity of the usual “Enorma” coloured seed (33%), and 
a few white seeds (12%)!!!  

 
 
How did this occur when starting from black 
seed? There may be a clue. A neighbour is 
a prolific grower of runner beans, mostly 
scarlet runner beans but over the years he 
has also grown “Moonlight” which has white 
flowers and seed plus “Celebration” which 
has a peach or pink flower.  
 
Cross pollination is the most likely answer 
but why did this suddenly occur in 2019 
after years of growing the same variety of 
runner beans? 
 
Next year’s experiment will be three tubs of 
beans in the front garden using this year’s 
black, mauve and white seed to see if they 
are still promiscuous. 
 
 

David Glennon 
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What’s up Buttercup! 
 
So said Julius Caesar when he landed in Britain, or did he say? 
 
    I came! 
    I saw! 
    I was dazzled? 
 
By the humble buttercup, to whit is a member of the ‘Ranunculus family!  
In times well past these names were flung at  the buttercup who seemed 
pleasant but was chastised by the following—devil’s guts, old wives thread, 
tanglegrass, creeping crazy, lantern’s leaves, goldweed, soldiers’ buttons, 
kingcup, crowpeckle and crow flower, all used by poets and playmasters such 
as Shakespeare, Robert Browning, Thorface etc. 
 
Short little rhymes over the centuries as follows……………. 
 
   ‘Do you like cheese 
    Do you like butter 
    Do you like sitting 
    On the housemaid’s knees’ 
 
It was said the yellow of the buttercup gives butter its colour.  Cambridge 
lecturer John Parkyn observes that cows only take the grass around the 
buttercups, the plant being bitter to taste, as Linnaeus classified them as 
‘Ranunculus Acris’. 
 
The buttercup contains protoanemonin which causes severe blistering of the 
mouth and are thus avoided by livestock only becoming acceptable in hay only 
when the drying has degraded the toxin. 
 
Our childhood memories are tense with the scents of wildflowers. 
 
Poets dreamed of England, like Robert Browning, who lamented for a field of 
buttercups whilst on his travels in Italy. 
 
Wilfred Owen killed at the end of the first world war noted, a field of gold with 
its boots slowly coming up. 
 
Too much human content can result in blistering of the skin—so be cautious. 
 
To our esteemed readers ’Do not try this’. 
 
Pliny warned his Roman followers that eating buttercups would result in 
uncontrollable laughter, only cured by date wine, or death was assured. 
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The medieval age was full of charming anecdotes about the buttercup’s 
capability, leprosy can be deposed, plague and insanity can be relinquished 
from your body.  People who wished to deceive rubbed the yellow formation on 
parts of their anatomy to convince the unwary they must be considered for 
charitable alimony. 
 
The 16th century herbalist John Gerard suggested that anyone who suffers with 
toothache or boils might tie a salted sprig of buttercup to their finger, which upon 
my observation creates more pain in the finger than the tooth.   
 
The flower of the buttercup radiates its rich yellow palate under an infant’s chin 
whilst other flowers do not.  Cambridge lecturer John Parkyn explored certain 
key elements of its petal structure;  nonetheless it was only in 2017AD that 
research by a group at Groenewegen University in the Netherlands published in 
the Royal Society Journal revealed the buttercup’s secrets. 
 
Applying microspectrophotometry and anatomical dissection to Ranunculus 
repens, the creeping buttercup, the other two being the meadow buttercup 
R.acris and the bulbous rooted, a rare combination was discovered of structure 
and pigmentation colouration.  The petal’s surface has a thin, flat and glossy 
pigmentation optical layer one cell thick—to whit described as a soap bubble—
light is reflected on both sides, optical interference occurs and the reflected 
colours merge. 
 
This creates a white sheen which transforms the petals glossy.  The surface film 
not only radiates outwards but scatters light inwards to lower layers of air, starch 
and mesophyll, which have light absorption.  The starch layer acts as a diffuser 
reflector and in the world of flowers is exclusive to the buttercup, closer relatives 
the marsh marigold etc., low flying insects are now flooded by this sight of 
glowing buttercup—pollinators are teased in. 
 
Only elsewhere in nature do we find this ecstasy of colour, birds wings, butterfly, 
fish scales, dragonflies etc.  The flowers of the buttercup are heliotropic i.e. 
follow the sun, when ambient temperatures fall, the petals assume a parabolic 
shape, reflecting scarce light and warmth to its core so its retrospective nature is 
still in situ.  Fossils have been found depicting the buttercup from the plicene 
period some three to five million years old. 
 
 
Research—John D. E. Holder 

The snowdrop is first, green and white, 
The daffodil blazing yellow, 

The tulip wafts its colours brightly, 
The bluebell nods its skyward tune of Spring      

                                                                                                                     Anon 
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This and That from a Locked Down Dorchester Garden 

 

End of January 2021 
 

The continuation of our gardening project in the autumn of 2020 saw several 
more old shrubs taken out, others drastically reduced in size or pruned 
generously, and some of our own choosing put in to replace them.  You can 
have too much of a good thing with Aucuba, so in went an Arbutus I’d grown 
from a cutting, a lovely dark Cotinus that I hope to keep as a medium sized 
shrub, a Syringa meyeri ‘Palibin’, an interesting Grevillea rosmararinifolia 
‘Canberra Gem’ we bought from Kilver Court, that wonderful garden just up 
the road from here in Shepton Mallet, Somerset, and one or two others as 
well. Colin planted numerous bulbs, and then we released from their pots 
some more of the perennial plants we had brought down here, and filled in 
with those.  You could almost hear them sighing with relief and muttering 
under their breath something about the ‘neglect’ and ‘procrastination’ of these 
‘irresponsible gardeners’.  This year, now that they have been allowed to 
stretch out their roots and bulk up, we might move some of them around once 
we see how they settle in to the new landscape.  It was I have to admit, a 
rather haphazard exercise, carried out simply to give them space to grow. 
 

Since Christmas, two pieces of solid fencing have been built, linked by a line 
of trellis paneling that sits behind the shrubs, all cheerfully painted to blend in 
with the shed and now ready when spring arrives, to take some climbers, 
clematis maybe and the honeysuckle ‘Hall’s Prolific’ which I have to admit is 
yet again one of my cuttings still lingering in a pot.  Last autumn we ordered 
as an early Christmas present to ourselves, eight small trees.  I will name 
them, as some readers may find the list interesting or become curious to find 
out more about them: Crataegus arnoldiana, Cotoneaster ‘Hybridus Pendulus, 
two Cercis canadensis - ‘Forest Pansy’ and ‘Hearts of Gold’, Cercidiphyllum 
japonica pendulum, Corylus avellana ‘Red Majestic’, Ilex aquifolium ‘J C van 
Tol’ and a Sambucus nigra ‘Golden Tower’.  Quite a mixed bag really, but we 
think they will add interesting shape and form, leaf colour and texture, as well 
as blossom for the bees and berries for the birds.  If the hazel produces any 
nuts, they will doubtless disappear into the winter larders of the local grey 
squirrel population long before we can harvest them.   We decided eventually 
that the elderly overgrown apple espalier had to be taken out, providing us 
with the space to plant three or four of our new acquisitions where they join a 
Golden Rain tree (Koelreuteria paniculata) that I grew from a fallen seed I 
found on the grass below a mature example when visiting a Malvern garden 
some years ago.  Like many of us, I can’t resist the temptation to pick up 
seeds, cones and autumn leaves when I’m out walking.  Pocketed and 
forgotten, I discover them sometimes weeks later.  Rarely do I sow the seeds, 
but place them in bowls around the house.  They give me as much pleasure 
as any bunch of fresh imported flowers during the winter months, and don’t 
seem to mind the dust that settles on them or the spiders that invade their 
glazed clay spaces.  
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We had two or three breaks from the rain this week when Colin and our son 
completed a final piece of paved pathway and its edgings.  But here it is again, 
hurtling in with a vengeance from the south west, overflowing the river, 
spreading across the water meadows and turning the chalky soil into grey mud 
that stains socks, trousers and boots if you venture out into the garden or for a 
walk.  We are told it will be with us for the week’s duration.   
 

I’ve been thinking however; in two days time we meet February again and we 
will know that despite the deplorable weather and daily depressing news 
forecasts, Spring really is on its way.  The blue-tits who already believe it is 
approaching, will complete their entrance widening pecking exercises on one 
of Fred’s bird boxes.  (This pair must be stouter than any that made it their 
home in Herefordshire.)  We will observe the local bird population build their 
nests and raise their families; will see seeds and plants continue their natural 
cycles.  Blissfully unaware of new laws, lockdowns or lessening of human 
liberties, they will just get on with their lives. 
 

And so will we.  Not nesting of course!  I think I can safely surmise that most of 
us have thankfully passed the family raising stage.  The sun will come out; the 
skies will be clear of this seemingly unchanging grey; the soil will dry out 
enough to be dug and prepared for those seeds we have saved or ordered.  
And unseen, plants will grow before pushing through quietly to reach air and 
light and to witness our pleasure at the sight of them.  The ducks will once 
more fly up from the river to land on our rooftop for a little R and R, to catch up 
on local scandal and to check that their young offspring below are safe from 
marauding seagulls.  
 

Spring, we wait to salute you.                                  
 
Elizabeth White       
Dorchester          
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Order Out of Chaos – Our Garden Revamp in Pictures 

 
 

You have probably read the series of articles detailing the revamping of our 
garden here in Dorset.  Well, following one of Sue and Harold’s visits to us, 
they suggested that we take some photographs and create an article giving a 
visual account of what we have done.  So here it is:   
 

firstly Before - 
The garden was, unimaginatively, lawn with borders around it (both front and 
rear).  It was very overgrown, chaotically planted; the greenhouse falling apart 
and the shed very rotten.  So, a major rebuild was called for. 
 

     
 

Typically, much of the garden was like this.  Apart from needing to remove a 
considerable number of yew trees and laurel shrubs, japanese anemone and 
periwinkle had colonised many areas. 
 

The Plan 
Our ideas were:   
to have a common structural theme throughout;  limit the types of landscaping 
materials used;  provide seating in areas catching the sun;  build in ‘age 
proofing’, accepting that our energy and mobility will diminish as years go by. 
 

The Initial Clearance phase removed the lawn and overgrown shrubs.   
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The cleared border on the right-hand side then looked like this.  We decided to 
grass it and plant with native wild daffodils Narcissus pseudonarcissus, 
primroses, cowslips, fritillaria etc.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The curving retaining wall is Purbeck stone (limestone), matching the house.  
Thus, limestone has also been used for the patio, paths and decorative gravel.  
Additionally, the ‘curved’ theme has been retained in the paths and fencing. 
              
 
 
 

           
 
Other features in our plan have followed : 
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The Seating Areas 
 
 

    
 

The Herb Garden 
 
 

    
 

Pond and Water Feature 
 
We are nearing completion.  Still some planting to do, then we plan to find time 
to relax and enjoy our garden. 
 
Colin White  
Dorchester 
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Promiscuous Beans 

 
David Glennon sent me some black bean seed to take part in the Promiscuous 
Bean Experiment. 
 
I set four black seeds amongst my own beans which are ‘Enorma’, self-saved 
for many years. 
 
David’s black beans grew well and produced good long beans but with white 
flowers.  I saved some for seed but when I shelled them, low and behold,  the 
beans were white.  The plot thickens. 
 
I am planting the white beans this year, I think they may have reverted back to 
their original colour. 
 
The saga continues. 
 
Fred Ellett 

 

                                      Yoghurt Cake 
 
3 eggs 
125g full fat Greek yoghurt 
120 ml sunflower oil 
180 g caster sugar 
180 g plain flour 
2 x tsp baking powder 
Zest and juice of 1 lemon  
 
Mix together eggs, yoghurt and oil then add rest of ingredients except lemon 
juice. 
Pour into tin and bake at 170 degrees fan or gas 5 for 30 mins. 
Meanwhile mix together lemon juice with equal parts of sugar ie, 2tblsp juice to 
2 tblsp sugar and leave to dissolve. 
Leave cake to cool in tin for 10 minutes before turning out then brush with 
glaze. 
Serve with fruit on side for dessert. 
NB will freeze well.  
 
Mary Hughes 
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Fred’s Plot 
 
 
   

 
Not much to report just now.  The weather has just become suitable to do 
some early Spring work and my two raised beds have been dug ready for 
early planting.  Only a few leeks and three parsnips to be harvested. 
 
During January 2021 I decided to remove our Liquidambar tree as it was 
becoming too big and clearing up the leaves was getting a real chore. 
 
I was discussing it with fellow member Harold Potter about five years ago and 
he advised getting rid of it then as it had served its purpose.  Wish I had 
taken his advice—it would not have been a big job. 
 
The root system was massive but with the help of Brian, Pats brother (he is 
84) we managed to cut all the surface roots with a precipitating saw and 
pulled it out with a pulley-block anchored to the base of the Laburnum tree 
(see pictures!!)  
Fred Ellett 
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Forever Blowing Bubbles 

 
Whilst traversing a walk lazily or pottering in ones own garden we are apt to 
notice that unusual occurrence; generally called ‘cuckoo spit’, its froth glistens 
as if a species of snowdrop? 
 
The froth is the home to the frog hopper or philaenus spumarius  - it’s an 
achievement to pronounce it, never mind to spell it.  This intriguing apparition 
has over the centuries tormented the clerics and scholars.  The ancients who 
beguiled themselves that the cuckoo spat out this foam as its last meal before 
hibernating.  Strawberries were a frequent host of this nymph;  thus the 
saying was ; Hey Ho! Hey Ho! they be poisonous to thee. 
 
The frog hopper or nymph employs the froth as protection against predators 
and extremes of temperature variation.  To create this wonder or spectacle 
the nymph taps into the high pressure, nutrient poor xylein tubes of the said 
plant with a feeding tube which sucks the fluid through its body to ferment the 
cuckoo spit we all know and witness.  Thus it becomes a very complicated 
process with abdominal plates pumping air into the fluid and presenting to the 
world—a wonder of nature. 
 
The nymph having disposed of its bubbling froth will hop away merrily.  Frog 
hoppers are talented with the ability to jump twenty seven  inches high, 
beating the talented flea.  The nymph being sixty times heavier than the flea. 
 
Well dear readers has that put your curiosity to sleep—it has me with a cup of 
tea and a slice of cherry pie. 
 
John D. Holder 

Gorse 
 

Grey skies without a rift of blue today above the trees; 
all dun and drear the woodlands hue, swept by the chilling breeze. 
Only the yellow gorse so bold turns every bush to molten gold, 
and roofs the roughest brier bake with gleaming shingles, flake on flake, 
That fire the dim March world around beauty’s triumphant o’er the bare ground! 
Dull skies, and hedgerows empty yet, neath winds the barren boughs that fret; 
But yellow gorse flames everywhere, making the bleakest prospect fair. 
 
Edith Dart 
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Our New Pergola 
 

 
Our old pergola had seen better days and was spoilt when we had the house 
extended. Time to do something about it!. The back garden is quite exposed 
with little or no shade from the sun. I spotted the screens on line and thought 
they were just the job, not stopping to think that everyone else was doing the 
same thing. We had to wait three months for delivery, they finally arrived in 
Sept, although one of them was damaged in transit it was replaced within three 
days. 
 
Paul worked hard to finish it before winter, he just has to finish the top. Of 
course we now have to wait for the new furniture, hopefully we should get it by 
mid March, just in time (hopefully) for better weather. I am sharing before and 
after pictures, we are quite pleased with the results and we are now looking 
forward to being able to have company to try out new seats and enjoy the 
space. 
 
I hope you are all safe and well and I hope we will be able to meet soon. 
 
Jane Norris 
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News from Helen & Geoff Lewis 
 

Today we have about 2ins of snow and it looks beautiful. The field is flooded 
right across and over the Telford road and now of course frozen too. There is a 
small gap near the edge which is not frozen so the black- headed gulls which 
come every winter have some water. 
 
The garden is coming to life. We have snowdrops, aconites, hellebores and 
one solitary dwarf iris which comes up every year. The hamemelis pallida is 
flowering well. It didn’t at all last year, and I think Gordon suggested it was 
stressed. So we watered it like mad last summer and it paid off. It is in a 1/2 
barrel, I am wondering whether to move it to the garden. My son-in-law took 
out a huge conifer (which I always hated and gave Geoff a rash) so it leaves 
quite a big bed. We planned to go to The Dingle to look for all year plants, but 
that is in Wales. Enough said. The red hamamelis (either ‘Sandra’ or ‘Diana’ I 
am not going outside to look at the label!) is doing well.  
 
The other item of note is that I fell on 10 December and broke both wrists. 
Good job there’s no incentive to go out! Christmas dinner was supplied all 
beautifully plated up by our next door neighbour. We share online shopping. I 
am out of plaster now and have removable splints, but I can’t lift anything at all 
heavy and am supervising Geoff with the cooking. Still I feel less like a toddler 
than I did! 
 
We are waiting for the bulbs we bought to do their stuff. The golden alder looks 
wonderful with the sun on the catkins.   Helen Lewis 
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It’s not a Snowdrop 
 
 

As many of you know I love snowdrops and now have a small collection.  I had 
hoped to write an article about my favourites but sadly at the moment they’re all 
looking a bit sad in the very cold conditions although they will soon perk up 
when things warm up a bit.  So I carried on round the garden and found a small 
clump of Leucojum Vernum or Spring Snowflake which were looking quite 
cheerful.. 
 
These are short stemmed with beautiful green tipped flowers which here 
usually flower away from early February until March.  Mine never reach more 
than 20 cms and bulk up very slowly.  They are happy growing in sun or part 
shade and any soil but preferably not too dry.  From experience they do not 
seem to like being split up.  I once did this for a friend who fell in love with them 
and they sat and sulked for at least the two following years.    
 
So if you fancy growing something small and white which isn’t a snowdrop and 
which flowers in February do give Leucojum Vernum a try. 
 
Sue Potter 
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Memories of Summer 

 
 

Back in the Summer of 2020 I was able, in between lockdowns, to go to a 
plant fair at Sandon Hall.  I was delighted to find Heliopsis Helianthoides 
Bleeding Heart.  I do have a great fondness for yellow daisies of all sorts but 
this Heliopsis has deep yellow on the tips of the petals with bright orange 
centres.  The leaves are a lovely copper colour which does tone things down 
a bit.  I bought it in flower but it carried on for weeks.  In its first year here it 
grew to about 3 feet in height and seemed very happy.  It will be interesting to 
see if it does as well as the plain yellow Heliopsis Helianthoides which I’ve 
had for a few years and which grows to about 4 feet and is bulking up well. 
 
I’m sure we’re all looking forward to the Summer of 2021 when, hopefully, we 
can all meet up again or at least visit some gardens.  I might even be able to 
add to my collection of yellow daisy plants. 
 
Sue Potter 
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The Ingenious Mr. Thomas Fairchild 

The Forgotten Father of the Flower Garden 
 

As the man who introduced the first flower hybrid in Europe, some time 
before AD 1720, Thomas Fairchild should be more than a footnote in history, 
after all, flowers we have now are the result.  Hybridisers began producing an 
array of plants from rhododendrons to sweet pea.  He was neither scholar 
nor aristocrat, he was a practical nurseryman, at his nursery at Hoxton, North 
London, built over by the Victorians. 
 
He wrote a charming book called “The City Gardener, the first book manual 
devoted to the troublesome and demanding conditions in a smoky lurid 
London.  He involved himself into the affairs of the Gardeners Company and 
The Society of Gardeners, along with Philip Miller of the Chelsea Physic 
Garden.  Thomas Fairchild in his quest for hybridisation came up against the 
same problems as Darwin a hundred years later, for it was a painful dilemma 
of scientific x genetic engineering. 
 
As for monetary rewards a farmer of the eighteenth century on average £44, 
a middle-class professional £50 in today’s money, these would have to be 
magnified by one thousand per cent is my calculation. 
 
This just a brief note from The Rambling Rector. 

———————- 

Fern-Harts Tongue 
 

The general idea of a fern is a plant whose leaves are more or less intricately 
dissected, and therefore young plants of beaked parsley and other 
umbelliferous plants are often gathered  as ferns.  On the other hand, the 
fronds of the harts tongue are as frequently passed over as belonging to 
some kind of dock because they are undivided and strap-shaped.   
Sometimes they are discovered on dry walls, but only four or five inches in 
length, but in a moist environment can soar to two to three feet in height. 
 
It seems not to go above 600ft above sea level.  The following names are 
used throughout the British Isles, fox tongue, lamb’s tongue, adder’s tongue 
and buttonhole; also seaweed and snake leaves.  In Guernsey it is called 
“Christ’s hair”.  This name is explained by snapping the stripes and pulling 
out the solitary black fibro-vascular bundle.  The Greeks called it 
scolopendrium from the resemblance of the back of the frond with its parallel 
lines to that of a centipede.  The spores (seeds) are one of the most 
generous to germinate in a covered seed pan.   
 
Old Humphrey’s Observations (Sent in by J.D.H.) 
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The River Oaks Garden Club Azalea Trail  

 
Azaleas are a shrub that we in the UK expect to see in flower from April / May 
onwards when our weather is getting warmer. With climate change they may in 
future years flower a little earlier but probably not in late February and early 
March as they do in southern Texas, USA. In Houston, the first weekend in 
March is traditional the date for the annual charity fund raising event called 
The Azalea Trail when they will be in full flower. 
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The event is organised by the River Oaks Garden Club which was established in 
1927 and has since 1942 owned the Forum of Civics building and gardens 
which provide a green space in the heart of the city. The Forum of Civics 
Building was built in 1910 as a school and remodelled in 1927 to become the 
Forum of Civics to develop a plan for Houston’s public spaces. 
 
The Forum building has been the home to horticultural workshops, flower shows 
and educational exhibits. There are formal and informal gardens including one 
of native Texas plants and another of seasonal plantings, as well as Azaleas. 
 
Houston has a slow moving river, named Bayou Bend, running through the city. 
Located on its banks is the Bayou Bend estate which, together with a collection 
of American antiques, was donated to The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston. The  
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Garden Club has had permanent supervision of the Bayou Bend Gardens since 
1961. 

 
 

2020 saw the 85th annual Azalea Trail (the first being held in 1936). In addition 
to the gardens mentioned above the trail included the Rienzi home and gardens 
(also now part of The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, plus four private homes. 
This year’s event was cancelled due to the pandemic which was probably 
fortuitous as in mid-February back-to-back storms with snow and freezing 
temperatures would have damaged the fantastic displays of colour. 
 
David Glennon 
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Daisies 
 

Spring wore a chaplet in her hair 
Of milky pearls, so frail and fair. 

Young love pursued her one March day, 
While she, shy maiden, fled away. 
But when at last he held her tight 

And passed sweet kisses on her brow, 
They broke, those pearls, so milky white, 

And scattered on her homeward flight. 
Mortals call them daisies now! 

 
 

Winifred Sutcliffe 
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